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answers you
find, it's the questions you
ask which matter, and Philadelphia, Here I Comeas a
s not the

play and as a production, never
explores beyond known territory.
Its author is a young Irishman
who writes about a young man
and about Ireland a safe subject
and, ultimately, a dull play be- -

HERE

PHILADELPHIA,

COME!

I

by Brian Fritl
by Joseph Boland

and William C. Craig
Lighting by Jame A. Hawley
Assistant to Directors Deborah Kenworthy
THE CAST
Madge, the housekeeper
Anne Looney
Gar O'Donnell, son of the house
&

Mel Shelly
Clark
O'Donnell, Gar's rather, Rob't Lavery
(in Public)
(in Private)

S. B.

Ih EE IP IE

cause the excitement of creative
thinking is sacrificed to the
achievement of reviewing the
known. It is best when examining
the psychology of the young hero
(the play would make a good short
story because it is best when trying least to be dramatic) though
even here it either fails to follow
through
the issues it raises. or
w
evades them by retreating into
comedy.2 (Unce tnel fails completely, because the character of
n
the
aunt is obviously beyond his experience, and
he is writing biographically, not
imaginatively.)
The same lack of excitement
marks the competent production:
From the set. to the actors, no one
is really pushing or extending
himself. The set hovers unsteadily
between realism and symbolism,
achieving neither though functioning adequately.

Tom

Kate Doogan, daughter of
Michele Burden
Senator Doogan
Sen. Doogan, Kate's father ....Ralph Day
Master Boyle, local
David Kanzeg
school teacher
Lizzy Sweeney, Gar's aunt.. ....Lynn Unger

well-manner-

7

The directors play it safe by
remounting a tried production, and
even Tom Clark's fluent and eloCon Sweeney,
Lizzy's husband
...Daniel Johnson quent performance as the Private
Gar does not extend his range beBen Burton, friend of the
Kent Wrampelmeier yond the intelligence and vitality
Sweeneys
Ned, one of the boys.. ..Larry McCormack
we have admired before. Perhaps
Tom, one of the boys ....Thomas Dawson
Malcolm Collins the one exception to this criticism
Joe, one of the boys
is Mel Shelly as the Public Gar,
Canon Mick O'Byrne
Roderick MacDonald who puts all his natural charm and
sensitivity into his best perform

.

.
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ance yet.
The minor roles achieve varying
levels of competency, though both
Lynn Unger (almost totally convincing) and Bob Lavery in their
"character parts" do solid work,
within the limitations of their
stereotyped characters.
In summary then, a pleasantly
evening: The
bawdry is never in bad taste, the
sentiment is never excessive, the
issues are never quite faced. So
it makes a good play for Homecoming. The evening passes pleasantly enough and affects you like
a mild short story in The New
Yorker: It's nostalgic and a good
enough play to allow its audience
to relate to it, although its best
moments are the utdramatic recitatives of Gar's "conscience." But
real theatre lives or dies by the
excitement it engenders by extending your horizons or by challenging your ideas or by giving
you an emotional experience which
will last.
This production does little for its
actors and gives its audience little
enough to take home; it is happily
forgettable and, in the theatre,
this kind of playing it safe just
isn't enough.
Roger Nicholls
Dept. of English

Irish-America-

Directed
Sets

A,9

Gerald Goodman, Little Name Entertainment,
in the Chapel

8:15 p.m.

SAC Gets
For Viet Protest
$100

"

9-12-

:30

Tom Hammer, treasurer of
the SGA, came before the
Congress last Tuesday with the

9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

budget. The

11:00 a.m.

budget of $26,685 had been
reviewed and approved by
the executive officers of the Congress. The appropriations for the
various social committees were discussed and approved with the addition of $275 to the proposed budget. Then the request for funds
by, the Social Action Committee
was considered.
The Social Action Committee
asked for an immediate appropriation of $100 to aid in the March
in Washington, planned for tomorwas
This appropriation
row.
of
debate.
deal
after
a
great
passed
John Rubens opened the debate
and argued that any such appropriation was improper because it
supported one opinion of an issue.
He further stated that student
money could only be given if the
SAC agreed to present both sides
of the Vietnam issue. The SAC
representatives pointed out that
this had been done last year, but
arguthat any more
ments were the responsibility of
other campus organizations who
supported these views. Phil Foster
added that the SAC would be performing a service for the student
body by raising the Vietnam issue.
After the appropriation was passed. Rubens proposed that the
money be withheld until its use
was clarified. Bob McKnight proposed an amendment that the
money be lent to the Social Action
Committee. The motion and the
amendment were defeated, but the
pre-vious-

pro-Vietna-

m

.

Here

I

TOMORROW
Judging of Dorm Competition
Girls' Field Hockey

Soccer against Kenyon,
behind the Inn

w
IHiiir

Pregame Show Stadium
Football Against Kenyon
Alumni Tea at Compton
6
p.m. Open Dorms
6:15 p.m. Hall of Fame Banquet at Kittredge
1:15 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

nnnnnn
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8:30-12:3-

0

Homecoming Play
All College Semi-Form- al

Congress agreed to attach a statement clarifying its reasons for the
appropriation. The appropriation
does not reflect the opinions of
the Congress or the student body
and is earmarked solely for transportation. The members of the
Congress feel that the issues should
be raised again and that student
involvement should be encouraged.
The remainder of the budget will,
be considered at the next meeting.
The executive officers made their
reports and brought up several
points for discussion. The Communications meeting announcement that chain fences were being
considered as a means of preventing jay walking .on Beall Avenue
was discussed. The Congress decided to urge students to use the
crosswalks. The tentative announcement of the Big Name Entertainers to come on campus was
made. Judy Collins, Peter Nero
and Jim Kweskin are to visit Wooster this year. The question of the
Chapel speaker system was also
brought up, and it was suggested
that, in addition to better speakers,
--

14-ma-

n

annual $105 which each student
pays towards health and "activi- was moved from its site on Beall
Avenue to its present location sevties" expenses.
eral years ago. It is probable, acThe present investigation, which cording to Dean of Students Riggs,
is part of a general program be- that this is the last
year during
gun this year by Drushal in order which the TUB fee will have to be
to hand a neat, administrative paid.
package over to his successor, is
Mr. Riggs has been given the
meant to determine what place of
of chairman of the
position
importance each item covered by
and recommendation
the students activities fee holds at
committee. The other members inthe present time.
clude Hans Jenny,
Theoretically, the break-dowof of
Budgetary Affairs; Kermit
the student activities fee is the folcollege treasurer; Viola Startz-malowing:
college physician; Margaret
Athletic Facilities
$ 16.00
White, chairman of the Board of
INDEX
6.50
Publications; Robert Bruce, chairVOICE
4.00
man of the Physical Education
Speech Department
1.00
Scot Marching Band
3.50
Stuart Ling, conductor
'
SGA
20.00
of the Scot Marching Band; WilMisc.: NCAA Ins., athletic Injuries
liam C. Craig, chairman of the
not covered by Ins., etc.
3.00
Speech Department; and Arthur
Health' Service (including
maint. of Hygeia Hall)
41.00
Palmer, college business manager.
Moving & Remodeling TUB
0.00
According to Mr. Drushal, this
TOTAl
$105.00
committee should
submit its
The greater part of the allot- recommendations for consideration
ment going towards "athletic fa- by the Board of Trustees by Dec.
cilities," according to Mr. Bruce 1
of the physical education department, probably goes towards finSTIFF BOARD
ancing the equipment of intercollegiate athletic teams.
The SGA Union Board anThe $20.00 allotted to the SGA nounced Tuesday the erection
consists of the previous fee of $15
of a glass enclosed bulletin
plus the recent $5 increment given
board located between the liCarol
over to CAB
brary and the art building.
Hackler and her eight coordinating
Details on the project are not
committees (see VOICE, Sept. 22, yet complete.
Criteria for
1967).
what goes on the board, and
how an organization submits
The item designated as "moving
and remodeling of the TUB" may announcements for consideration are presently being workcome as a surprise to some stued on. The cost of the project
dents. $10 from each student is still
going towards the cost of moving is estimated at $75.
and remodeling the TUB, which
re-evaluat- ion

4--

8:15 p.m.

Ml A

committee has been appointed by President
Drushal to make recommendations concerning the student
activities fee. This committee will meet for the first time
within a week to begin a long and searching investigation

Alumni Awards Assembly

ly
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Number 5

A

Open TUB
a.m. Open Sections

After Altercation

8

Homecoming Play, "Philadelphia,
Come," Scott Auditorium

p.m.

9-- 12
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A Committee Is Appointed
To Examine Student Fee

ACTIVITIES

TONIGHT

8:15 p.m.

!! !! !!

the Students of The College of Wooster

y

HOMECOMING

Proposed Budget

1967-6-

game of checkers under the disdainful eye of Madge (Anne
Looney), while his Public (Mel Shelly) and Private (Tom Clark)
son agonizes over his eventual departure from Ireland.

Wooster, Ohio, Friday, October 20, 1967

Congress Approves
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The sentient S.B. (played by Bob Lavery) fuzzily ponders his
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Vice-Preside- nt

n

Yo-de- r,

Dance at the Gym

n,

tutoring service for student
speakers might be provided by
speech majors. The meeting was
adjourned with the remainder of
the budget tabled until the next
meeting, and with specific plans of
the committees yet to be discussed.
The Congress w ill meet again Tuesday evening.
a

Home coming Weekend's
most recent innovation, Little
Name entertainment, will be
initiated tonight by the
trou-bador-harp-

ist,

Gerald Goodman. Students were given a
chance to become better acquainted with him this morning in chapel when he made
a brief appearance. The concert itself, featuring numbers
ranging from medieval ballads to more modern art
songs, will begin at 8:15 in
the chapel. Tickets, available
to all on an unreserved basis,
will be sold at the chapel
door.

De-partme-

nt;

1

Vice-Preside- nt

Friday, October 20, 1967
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War Sacrifice Taxing

THE CHICAGO LITERARY REVIEW
Next week's VOICE will include THE CHICAGO

lottorsToTho Editor
LITER-

To the Editor:
Most students should by now
Many economic issues are at stake in the current, but
several
of
ment contributed to by the undergraduates
have heard that SGA Congress
the
on
colleges, Wooster among them, in the Great Lakes area
passed a motion Tuesday night
probably vain, drive for an increase in income tax
ConThe
colleges.
those
newspapers
of
the
by
for
and distributed
giving $100 from student funds to
federal level. President Johnson has been calling
College of Wooster, hopefully, will be represented in the
help pay the expenses of the group
gress to reverse the flow of money by cutting a number of
CLR by the second issue in early December. All students
of students going to Washington
government expenditures in addition to adopting his pet proCLR
urged
for
the
are
interested in writing book reviews
to protest the war in Vietnam.
ject, a surtax on yearly income. Such a combined program
to contact VOICE Editor Gary Houston immediately.
However much one may symwould
deficit
federal
The
ONLY
ISSUES
results.
CLR IN
pathize with these students' cause,
would bring many beneficial
Fed-pml
as I do, there are many others who
be at least partially checked in its skyward climb. The
do
not. These other students have
TWrvft Board could relax its interest rates a bit, thus VIEW FROM LEBANON
a right to obj'ect to their money
opening up funds for home and other loans. The value of
being spent to aid a cause to which
money in general might also stop snnnKing qune so quiciuy.
they are opposed.
The main issue at stake here,
by Chuck Noell
ImDortant and crucial as these items may be, they do
however, does not concern one's
We Americans generally assume Israel's military suc personal feelings about the war.
nnt romnrise the total support for a tax increase. Late in
,
AFL-CIOthe summer George Meany, President of the
cesses in three wars constitute a de facto existence, an era On granting this money, the SGA
has breached its obligation to supcooked up a much more lascmaung ana original rea&uu. pirical reality which the Arabs, sooner or later, must recog
port only those organs of the whole
Sneakinc before the House Ways and Means Committee, he nize. Confronted with a hatred which grows through the years student body whose activities are
.
n nwrt
.
suggested that such an increase would enable all Americans rainer
man J
n
sanctioned by all and repeatedly
men who
He
Vietnam."
in
"to share the sacrifice involved in the war
unaersiana
identity These individu. open over a period of time, to any
without
.
,
inself
own
their
blind
to
on
based
be
should
student's participation. The SGA
main
emphasized that "equality of sacrifice
conflict
a
and perpetuate
Congress has an obligation to the
ability to sacrifice." This means, we assume, that the rich terest
..yKlVi Viqo
nn v, hrniiffhf them re- - . . . .
xv,4. x
student body not to grant treasury
0
meir identity
would be expected to pay more than the poor. Someone in
money to any special-interethe
the
Refugees,
addition
to
In
the $15,000 yearly income bracket could feel twice as much
do
ignore
truth,
in
Arabs,
groups, created only for the purThe
whether
justified
Arabs
fear,
or
his
neighbor.
own
$7500
as
their
patriotic zeal
"reality" and thwart
pose of sponsroing a single ac
l th,at Jsrael Plans, t0,
.as tivity, limited to the participation
we see them.
"self interests- "icn lancras possime neiore lis of only a few, or whose intents
However, would most American taxpayers realize that We have failed to realize that the
ideology is satisfied. Facing meet with the violent opposition
Zionist
country's
Palestine Problem involves conthis is an active method for them to support their
such
threat to their identity, of others.
a
e nf Arnk o,,ln,r
as well as
involvement in the war? Saluting the flag is not likely to
for
Not only is such support from
ours, and we have assessed they too defy any proposals
replace the grumbling and shortened tempers, that usually of
wnn
conciliation
Israel.
non-Ara- b
bv
our
student
attitudes
funds of a special-intereArab
accompany the signing of checks to the Internal Revenue standards. We have, in so doing,
II. Honor. "Honor" is the key group wrong in and of itself, it
stone to an Arab's manhood. The also creates a precedent of far- Service. Especially when the checks have an extra percent committed a disastrous error.
word for honor, urd, .is reaching and ridiculous proporArabic
j not reject
age tacked on. Most people would probably complain too
.
. ',
, .
World
Arabl nr
The
n u does
xuc may
j
W1thin tions. By this act the SGA logically
used
a
woman
or
me
same
remember
to
resources
financial
loudly about their dwindling
,
, .,
,
Israel because it is unrealistic or a family;
any urd compromises obligates itself to similarly approve
if
.
u
t
effort.
,
"great"
war
further
,
to
a
ignorant of its own.
'
that the increased tax would go
.u
j
,
,
i
Jf the family honor with suspected public funds in the support of acthe
of
war
u
dui reject
Recognized sacrifice yes. Conscious support
promiscuity, . her father, brother, tivities of any section, girls' club
attacks the Arab s sel identi y.
"
hardly.
or
or other organization. More speciThe Arab view of reality pre- In
fically, the SGA made itself liable
For those who might take seriously the attitude behind eludes acceptance of Ijad. Ung KamU
in
to
grant another $100 to any stu.
,
.
. .
,
me, ,.
we . nave cunsiuercu
maus
,1
inter-familthem
to
blood
would
enable
,,
a
,v
suited
from
,
Meany's statement, the tax increase
dent group which, before the weeken- - .
.
,
... through. the
outlook upon himself and his
I fend,
.
.
cen.
nersistmo
end, would have chosen to organize
without
take an active stand on one side of the war issue
pattern ot cul. turies
vironment-- his
demmd
itself for the purpose of going to
having to go through the trauma of a personal decision. The ture we will continue to misun-and
Washington to counter-picke- t
the
government would make it for them. Such an increase might aersiana uie iuuuic i ma, F m
fa
virtue of &n peace demonstration! Ridiculous?
are
which would help position to Israel.
also prove to be a mild conscience-soothe- r
feud dating back Not at all for such a group's
for
moment,
a
Arabia.
to
smooth over confusion about the war. Taxpayers could con . Let's consider,
right to claim aid from student
I
ana
ot
tour
aspects
culture,
Arab
8raors repeated victories are in government funds is just as valid
tinue to ignore the mounting casualty lists on both sides of
will perceive the crux of the themselves
we
and yet just as wrong as that
humiliating enough,
the Vietnamese conflict. They could forget that the morale conflict:
Her arrogance has compounded of the peace group.
of the North Vietnamese "enemy" is increasing rather than
Anyone see an
I. Land. For us, it is nothing the rupture. Israel, who suppres
decreasing under continued American bombing. They need to pack and move as iob advance- - ses her own Arabs in military dis- - beer-hoto Cleveland tomorrow
anti-wa- r
such
demonstrations
about
disturbed
become
not
ments demand. To the Arab, how- - tricts and discriminates against night?
weekend.
And
this
Richard Wray
for
(Continued on Pae 6)
planned
Washington
as the
protest
ever, land is an essential part of I
a
they could easily pass over comments like the recent Newsweek the individual's
question: "Is it really possible to 'win the hearts and minds' family, living on one piece of land THE GROG & TANKARD
for centuries, become identified
of a people while simultaneously waging all-owar among with
it and by it; the individual
their villages and farms?" These issues wbuld no longer both- identifies himself, not by his pro
er conscientious citizens. They would have done their part. fession, but by his family, and
TO ALL THE FOLLOWERS OF CHRIST AND HIS
thereby by his land.
IN PARTICULAR
TEACHINGS;
TO A TRUE CHRISTIAN-JIMMextension
such
Hopefully, Meany did not envisage
an
In Egyptian melodramas "return
BECAUSE
HE HIRED
HOFFA
AS
of his statement. But his remarks do exhibit a dangerously to the land" is a recurring motif,
ASSUME CHRIST WOULD HAVE. . . .
From the Dedication to Lenny Bruce's autobiography,
superficial approach to the war. We hope that other Ameri in which the young man struggling
How to Talk Dirty and Influence People
for success in the city returns to
cans are avoiding such an attitude.
There is a great deal of clamoring today for a thing
his home village for the warmer
personal relationships with those called "free speech." Everybody talks about it in one way
close to the land. In Lebanon, men or another. John Birchers and Women's Auxiliaries
are
who leave home to build fortunes t
l u.. u.
n
i
.
.l.,i.
l.
.
r
iiiKincncu uy u, uuncjic mus iihiin nicy ve KOi ineir uranu
,
.
on
it. But like most things
v
.it their tbodies
or will
.u
n
j it s allowed to talk in a night club the
in thro"
,cultuJe
PP
to
be
buried
there.
way people do on the street. This
The Board of Trustees has given members of the College
no new ining. us goi roots, now
I
childlike
honesty was so charac
Community as much of a say in the selection of the new Presican anyone forget about Lenny
dent of the College as they are permitted under the Charter sin and the subsequent fear prop. Bruce beside whom all the Mario teristic of him, and is what set him
off from the other comedians who
of April 1948, Israel Savios turn pale?
of the College. Responding accordingly, separate student aganda
'
.
.
:
t
I.
r
merely hinted and ribbed. Only
OCA
AAA
1.
fl
v
r
J
r
oju,uw raus iinu nee- i niiti li ciimcim to even (us
and faculty committees have been established, with seven jittniLivru
ing their homes. Continued slau- - cuss what today's "free speech Bruce dared to "tell it like it is."
and eight members, respectively.
An iconoclast in every way,
ghters after the war
such as movement" means without refer-Qiby- a
Bruce
shattered through all conin 1953, and Nablusin in ring to its most outspoken fore- We urge all members of the community to make known
iyo4 enamea ner to acquire an runner. Bruce was not ot our vention. Political satire or light
their suggestions as to criteria and candidates for the Presi- additional 1,100 square miles of generation; he was of the "old" social satire were never enough to
dency to members of their own committees. Faculty com Arab territory without overt mill- - one. He was not a hippy, but he contain him. He could always
mittee members are Winford Logan, Clayton Ellsworth, Helen tary action. The result is that the was definitely hip. He said things mock both sides of an issue. For
Bruce there were no "good guys,"
Osgood, William Kieffer, Gordon Tait, Arnold Lewis, F. W. Arab World contains more than a that had been said before, but he
million and a half Refugees, land- - made people sit up and take notice. no sacred cows. There were no
Cropp and Paul Christianson. Members of the Student Ad
He was indeed hard to ignore. He "shoulds" or "oughts." He was
visory Committee are Meg Wanty, Dave Hicks, Phil Brown,
not only shocked, he galvanized. once quoted as saying, "Nothing
SEMINAR
CHANCE
Suzanne McQueen, Patty Richards, Marv Shie and Dave
First and foremost, Bruce was can be but what is; anything else
semRegistration
forms
for
a man of his time. He was in is a myth."
Wehrle.
inars in the "Dynamics of touch with all sides of life. His
Bruce, then, claimed the whole
Change" Conference on Latin language was a kaleidoscope of social organism as prime meat for
America on Nov. 3 and 4 slang expression. Hip argot, street his psychoanalytic couch. Using
are still available at the cen
vulgarisms, jazz talk, and Yiddish words as a jazz musician uses
Lib
in
ter
the
of
desk
school
the
and
during
Published by the students of The College of Wooster
phrases all emanating from the notes, he would take an audience
year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of die students
dining halls. The forms give show biz world that raised him. He on an evening-lonjourney
and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
details on all seminars, and was truly a master of the vernacu through countless digressions with
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. AddresB all corres
give everyone a chance to lar much in the same manner of interwoven arabesques
always
pondence to VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
take part in a morning and Burroughs, or even Joyce. If peo encountering them on the personal
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second
afternoon discussion group. pie found his use of four letter level.
class matter in the Post Office, Wooeter, Ohio. Subscription rate: 15 per year.
Check last Friday's VOICE,
This may be the time to point
words offensive, he would answer
GARY HOUSTON,
people
page 3, for further details.
is
the
this
that
way
out the prime fact about Bruce--- (
only
talk. He felt that he should be
Continued on Page 5)
TOM MILLER
Associate Editors
PAUL LEWIS
REVIEW, a monthly intercollegiate literary supple-
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Why The Arabs Can't Quit
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Pago Three

Base Officials Stymied
r
By Draft Resister
llllililill'
v::

iV-Y-

;

poet-critic-

by Clif Garboden

Editors Note: The following article, reprinted by permission,

ap-

peared originally in the Boston University NEWS. One o) the subjects
in the article, Alex Jack, appeared in last year's VOICE as the Oberlin
correspondant in Vietnam.)
BOSTON, MASS.

Two draft resisters and a news reporter were assaulted
by police at an army base in South Boston when they attempted to walk from a public bus stop within the base to an
appointment elsewhere in the base. Alex Jack, now enrolled
in the B.U. School of Theology,
and Ted Scott, a physics profes- after they got off the bus and
sor at Simmons College, wore anti-dra- donned their signs, they were
sandwich boards as they ordered off the base by a policetried to walk to an appointment man who called them "bastards

post-gradua-

:;l

2:

Dr. Frederick Hard

ft

and goddamn trouble makers."

with Army Security.

Jack and Scott had caused some
consternation at the base the previous day when they showed up
physical
for their
armed with pamphlets on draft resistance and some first hand
knowledge on the war in Vietnam.
Both men had refused ministerial
and occupational deferments.

Author To Speak
On 17th Century

The protestors were met by an
army officer who ushered them into a small enclosure and demanded the film from this reporter's
camera on the grounds that he
Dr. Frederick Hard, expert on
didn't like to have his picture
taken. As the confiscated film was English literature of the Renaisbeing removed, a small army of sance, will speak to the College
uniformed police charged into the community next Thursday at 8:15
room. The first thing their leader
Base officers were frustrated as did
was grab the camera and
well as enraged when Scott sucbreak the strap.
ceeded in mocking the proceedings
In the melee following this,
at the physical by parading
with
line
naked
through the long
which involved longshoremen,
Nominees for next year's
d
Scott's shirt was torn off, and
"End the War in Vietnam"
ripped, but the words "End Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
on his back in black magic
the War in Vietnam" could still
marker.
be read across his back. Scott re- can look forward to even
At an indoctrination meeting,
fused a police request to cover his keener competition for the althe two protestors raised questions
shirt, and one policeman was ready heavily fought over grants
as to why our army is in Vietheard to say, "You guys started a due to a .severe cutback in funds
nam. They were immediately rethe way I saw it." from the Ford Foundation. This
moved from the meeting, and the fight. That's
remaining inductees were told that
Later Jack said, "I think this cutback reduces the number of
free speech ended at the base and was the first time anyone had gone fellowships to 150, 50 of which
that if any of them talked about in there with signs, and the police must go to Canadian citizens. Fellowships for 1967-6totalled 1259.
Vietnam, they would be drafted on just went wild."
the spot.
The Woodrow Wilson FoundaScott and Jack later called the
"It was apparent that they base following a second interview. tion is the nation's largest private
"didn't know what to do with us The person who answered the graduate fellowship program. It
said Jack. "Later some of phone hung up.
grants a minimum of $3000 for
the draftees came up to us and
one academic year to students in
At present the status of Alex the
asked us how we managed to beat
humanities and social sciences
and Ted Scott remains un- who
Jack
the Army."
intend to make their career in
certain. The Boston Draft Resist- college
teaching. For the past 10
The "special cases" were taken ance Group in Cambridge is presto see psychologists who tried to ently planning to have politically years, its principal source of funds
convince them to accept a defer- active college students try to re- has been the Ford Foundation.
ment. CO and
status were of- peat what happened last Thursday, Only last month, Ford announced
fered Jack and Scott, respectively. Jack said, "We talked back to the an 85 percent decrease from its
annual $5 million grant. During
The two resisters were told to Army and the Army isn't used to the
next three years it will supply
return for an interview the follow being talked back to. They didn't only $2.4
million toward the Wiling morning. Less than a minute know what to do to us."
fellowships.
pre-inducti-

Culture Thursday

on

p.m. on the relationships between
poetry and painting in 17th century England. The lecture in the
chapel will reveal, among other
things, the interactions between
the two arts as expressed by
s
such as Dryden.
Sponsored by the United Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa as a Visiting Scholar, Hard will be on campus Thursday and Friday. In addition to the lecture he will speak
to smaller groups of students and
will be available for individual
conferences with those interested
in his field and in
study.
Formerly president of Scripps
College, he is now Dean of the
Division of Humanities and professor of English literature at the
University of California at Santa
Cruz. From 1941 to 1946 he was
a member of the executive council
of the Modern Language Association. Now a trustee of Scripps
College, he is also a member of
the Board of Directors for the
Southern California Archaelogical
te

Society.
Co author of Writing and Read-

Kantorei Performs,
On American Tour
The German Choir Spandauer
Kantorei will perform next Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. in the chapel.
This is the second item in this
year's Student Concert Series.
The choir, native to Berlin, is
engaged in its first American tour.
Holding an esteemed place in German musical circles, the Kantorei is a direct descendent of the
medieval singing fraternities of the
same name. These groups were influential in spreading the Reformation in Germany through the
use of new church music, the revolutionary Protestant hymns.
Though its repetoire is essentially sacred, the Kantorei is familiar with the secular idiom and
performs both with skill and sensitivity. The group is under the direction of Martin Betirman,
in choral direction at the
Berlin School of Church Music.
in-struct-

ing English Prose, Hard publishes
Tickets are available at Merz
many articles on English literature Hall or at the door.
of the Renaissance and is currently
preparing an edition of Sir Henry
Watton's Elements of Architecture.

Lincoln Book Sales

Ford Cuts Wilson Aid Start On

let-tere-

T-sh-

irt

or

Daily Basis

"Monday Book Sale" replaces
kinds of programs to support. The
r
the former
stand of the
Wilson Foundation is now in the
Lincoln Scholarship Book Commitprocess of seeking aid from Contee. Open daily, Myers House congress.
tains the volumes which are reThe Foundation, however, will plenished every Monday with eith-e- r
hardbacks at 25 cents per copy
continue to name the top 1000
or
paperbacks at a dime per copy.
scholars best qualified for financial
This
coming Monday after chapel
aid toward graduate degrees.
hour
marks the initial sale of
These Woodrow Wilson designates
paperbacks.
must apply for fellowships administered by the National Defense
The change from once-a-yeto
Education Acts, the National, daily sales is meant to provide
Science Foundation, and other a more nearly equal opportunity
governmental and private sources to all students for buying books.
as well as applying for aid from The former pandemonium in back
the graduate schools he wishes to of Kauke will be replaced with
enter. Only if he is unsuccessful casual browsing to give the student
will he be awarded one of the 150 more of an opportunity to buy
available Wilson fellowships. Wil- what he wants. Hoping for as
son candidates have usually in the much financial success as in the
past been offered numerous past and maybe more, the comawards and have had the luxury mittee in changing its program
of choosing between them.
also is trying to solve some pracThe roster of the select 1000 will tical problems. Gradual long-terbe available to graduate schools sales reduce the storage problems,
by Feb. 1. Private foundations and and inside sales eliminate the
government agencies may use this worry of rain ruining the books.
son
list to guide the selection of their
Still in the experimental stage,
The reason given for the cut- award recipients of Woodrow Wil- the committee simply must wait
back was that Ford wishes to be son Fellowships will be announced and see what the student response
innovative and is in search of new April 15.
is to the new sales procedure. Suggestions and criticisms should be
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
directed to Steve Oesch.
Speaks-llov- ey
once-a-yea-

ar

8

..."
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Clli News

Etoites

The following resolution supporting persons attending this week-end'- s
Peace March in Washington was passed by a majority of the
Joint Board of the Campus Christian Association on Tuesday:
OF THE CAMPUS CHRISTIAN ASTHAT THE JOINT-BOAR- D
SOCIATION OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER VOTES ITS SUPPORT TO THOSE MEN
AND WOMEN OF THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY WHO WILL BE GOING TO THE WASHFOR PEACE IN VIETNAM.
INGTON PEACE MARCH OCTOBER 21-2- 3,
BE

IT

RESOLVED

WE CAN NO LONGER
AS CHRISTIANS, AND HUMANE MEN AND WOMEN,
WE, AS A
ALLOW THE DESTRUCTION OF VIETNAMESE SOCIETY. THEREFORE
MUST AND DO GIVE OUR SUPPORT TO THOSE PEOPLE
CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATION,
FROM THE COLLEGE WHO WILL BE CALLING FOR AN END TO THE WAR.

Art

"You have made art relevant
to all the rest of life, out of your
own learning, your broad culture,
and your human insight," spoke
Dr. Lowry in July 1966. The occasion was the conferring of the

23-No-

v.

six-da-

graduate of Yale and Harvard Universities, Dr. Hovey has
been associated some 40 years with
the Department of Fine Arts of
the University of Pittsburgh, where
he is now Professor Emeritus of
Art. He is also Director of the
The Art Center will have special Homecoming Weekend hours. Frick Fine Arts Building at the
Sunday the hours will be university.
Tomorrow the Center will be open 9-.
On display will be drawings and paintings by George Olson,
Dr. Hovey has worked for the
graphics by Paul Arnold and sculptures by John Balsley.
State Department assisting in fine
All members of the College community are invited to Zeitgeist arts development programs in the
for the second week of the Student Art Sale. The coffee house, which Near East, Ceylon and Pakistan,
is located in the basement of the church house, will be open both and is author of many articles on
Friday and Saturday evenings.
art criticism.
5.

Tom

and Jack's loiMQO
SEA FOOD
CHOPS
COCKTAILS
W. Liberty St.

STEAKS

359
Wootttr, Ohio
GOOD

LUCK,

SCOTS!

Honorary Degree of Fine Arts; the
man, Dr. Walter R. Hovey.

Dr. Hovey, recipient of the
An effort has been initiated to buy John Balsley's sculpture, Wooster degree, will be the guest
"Men in a Flying Machine" (see Roger Nicholls' letter in last week's lecturer of the Art Department,
1. He will give a serVOICE) for the new Union. Mrs. Baker, who appears nightly in the Oct.
Reserve Room, has donated the first dollar it is hoped that the re- ies of lectures on "Art as a Lanmaining 899 will be made up by student contributions. Bring your guage." The lectures will include
dines and dollars to the Art Building and become a patron of the arts! primitive, religious, philosophical,
psychological, formal and realistic
y
meetapproaches to art, during the
The Wooster Young Democratic Club will hold its first
series at the art center.
ing of the year Thursday evening at 7. Jn addition to an outside

speaker, an outline of the year's activities will be presented and
refreshments will be served. All members of the College community who have not already joined this year's YD Club may do
so by sending a dollar with your name to the Young Democratic
Club, via Campus Mail, or join at the meeting in person. Details
on location and the speaker will be in Potpourri.

m

A

COCCIA HOUSE

Distinctive Dining
Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Sundays 11:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays
at 3:30 p.m.

PIZZA

TRY OUR TENDER

Spaghetti

Ravioli

PRESSURE-COOKE- D

CHICKEN!

764 Pittsburgh Avenue
WOOSTER, OHIO

Phone

262-713-

6

Closed Tuesdays

Open 'til

1

a.m. Week Days

Open 'til 2 a.m.

11-5-

Friday and Saturday

Sundays
CARRY-OU- T

PIZZA ONLY

IN

CARRY-OU- T

SERVICE

Catering to: Banquets,
Private Parties, Family Meals
Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
5 to 7 p.m.
All You Can Eat

Ph.

262-78-

06

for Reservations

STARK'S
Restaurant
Off Liberty St. (Rear)
1 4512 E. Liberty St.

Helen Jeffrey, Owner

&

Operator
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The Sidelines"
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by Phil Graham
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Some day soon you'll find life is done,
Some day soon it will all be run,
Then death, the friend, the
constant foe, will come at last
And away you'll go.
Walk like a man,
Go and on,
Walk like a man 'til time is gone,
The heartbreaks, the sorrows,
the evils of men,
Walk like a man from now 'til
the end.
(This poem was written by Carl Dale this past summer.)
Carl Dale was a member of the National
Honor Society, his high school choir and orchestra,

and a varsity letterman

in three sports. He was

active in high school,

church

and

i

&3t

I

iy

tl

community

affairs.
Carl Dale was a sensitive person as illustrated
by the above poem. He composed music and wrote

lyrics and poetry.
Carl Dale was a person who was respected
by his teammates, classmates and all who knew
him. Carl Dale was what 10 years ago would

Phil

have been called an
was what a lot of us would like to be.

"all-Americ-

boy."

an

OSCAR ALONSO (Top) booms
one from deep in Scot territory
against Defiance. A I o n s b
ranks number three in the con-

He

ference with

a 37.8

average.

ARTIE

WILSON

(Left)

runs

Wilson is seventh in the conference in rushing with 3.7
yards per carry, and fourth in

N

v

Last Saturday, the Scot gridders lost a heartbreaker to Defiance, for their second setback of the year. There's not much
you can say when you lose by two points. Tom Boardman was
out of town and missed playing in the first half. He played all of
the second half. The defense played its usual fine game containing Defiance well, at times.
The gridders face a Kenyon team tomorrow for Homecoming,
which they should have no problem defeating.

kickoff returns with 8 returns

for 156 yards.

0

jf4 4

Scouting

J
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Kenyon

by Josh Stroup

Yellou Jackets Sting Scots,

9-- 7,

present. Cool move.

Miscues
at

is first,

against the Yellow Jackets.

is

GET YOUR FOOTDALL MUM

He

nt

however, in punts, 35, and
yards, 1,325.

Carl Dale died doing something he loved playing soccer. The
Ohio Conference Soccer Asociation has seen fit to rename its annual
award to the Most Outstanding Player in Ohio, won by Mo Rajabi,
last year, "The Carl Dale Memorial Trophy."

The Kenyon booters had a Homecoming sign posted on their
field house which read "Scalp the Scots," last Saturday. The game
but the Lords got their hair raised, not the Scots.
was a hair-rais- er
At any rate, a freshman Wooster lovelie attending the game,
thought the sign would make a nice decoration and thusly put
the snatch on it after the game in full view of the 200 or so fans

yard-per-pu-

TJlar

Gridder Effort

Lifeless splinters are all
that remain of the crystal ball
once held in high regard by
the boys in the back room.

Forced to resort to more accurate
methods of prediction after two
successive egregious errors, those
by Jon Thomas
indefatigable masters of inference
The Defiance College Yellow Jackets swarmed into Sev- are at it again flipping cards and
erance Stadium on Saturday, Oct.14, to frustrate the Fighting coins. This week the boys pick
Wooster over Kenyon by two
Scots of Wooster by the margin of a field goal, 9-The Scots touchdowns.
were not able to mount a successful offensive thrust until very
Kenyon's Lords are winless this
late in the ball game, and were
year (0-- overall, 0-- in the Ohio
repeatedly stopped by their own a Tom Boardman pass that was Conference) despite their awehobbled by the intended receiver some nickname. It should probably
errors.
and dodged his way to the Wooster be spelled with a small "L".
Defiance sophomore guard Jim 17 yardline. When the Scot deBut their freshman quarterback
Glase wielded the stinger for the fenses stiffened, place-kicke- r
Doug
Bill
Christen has the rest of the
Yellow Jackets in the first half. Huffman was called on to attempt
fooled. He's third in the ConWooster had already been stopped the
His kick from team
ference
rankings in total offense
twice, once by a fumble, and once the 14 yard line was good to pro(503
yards passing and 19 yards
on downs after a lang march, vide the final margin of victory.
rushing) and looks like a first-rat- e
when Glase took over in the secThe Scots' offense revived in the signal caller beady eyes and an
ond quarter. He pounced on a
loose ball to stymie another Woos- second half in time to provide a especially large mouth.
ter drive, then intercepted a Randy thrilling, but futile, conclusion to
Christen's ends are no slouches
Snow pass at mid-fielto end the the Black and Gold effort. The and they should make the going
Scots' hope to get on the score- Scots were nearlv successful in rough for Wooster's less
than imredeeming the lead, but were fin- pressive secondary.
board in the first half.
ally stopped in the closing seconds
Defiance quarterback Jerry as a Boardman pass to Mike GorKenyon Hurts
Griffith provided the biggest indi- don was inches too long and fell
The Lords hurt badly defenvidual efTort of the afternoon. In maddeningly to earth to collapse
sively. The best part of the unit
the second quarter with a long Wooster hopes.
graduated this spring. Most exyardage situation, he retreated to
Boardman was successful in en- perienced men are
pass, failed to find receivers open,
Gary Pendergraph and
gineering
a fourth quarter drive
then scrambled through a host of
linebacker
Bob Falkenstein. Freshto
paydirt by connecting on two
frantic Scot tacklers to pick up a
d
gain. Workhorse Rodger passes to end Ron Showalter. men and inexperienced sophoGeren, one of several Yellow Jac- Finally for the only Wooster score mores will be holding down the
kets to play both offense and de- of the afternoon, Boardman looped other spots which a Severance
fense, then carried six consecutive a short pass to senior end John breeze can make especially elusive.
times for the score. He swept the Bailey in the corner of the end
Only a supremely over-size- d
colleft end for the six points and the zone. Dave Poetter maintained his lective head, which isn't very likely
lead that Defiance was never to perfect record by booting his after last week's humbling by Deeighth consecutive extra point of fiance, can lose this one for the
relinquish.
the season.
Scots. Defiance, incidentally, beat
'The Yellow Jackets cashed in on
another Wooster miscue to collect
Tomorrow the Scots face the Kenyon earlier this year, 37-0- .
the field goal that was to prove Kenyon Lords in the. Homecoming
Wooster is still undefeated in
the margin of victory. Rugged game at 2:00. The Wooster grid-tier- s the OAC (2-0- )
and the picture
Rodger Geren again proved to be
hope to achieve a 3 0 mark shouldn't be any different after tothe Scots' nemesis as he grabbed in conference action.
morrow. ,
7.

roan Thumb
$1.00 - $1.50 - $2.00
We grow our own
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by Linda Cansler
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The season that began so

Friday, Oct. 13, saw the
eu, iooKaa sappo'nnngmrn Scol harriers outrun the Mus
or u.e girts hockey team last kjn- overlanders , win
ham
then fought Ohio Wesley their first dual meet, 2043.
3--

0,

an to a scoreless tie.

Freshman Ed Mikkelsen was the
first man in for Wnnstpr finisliinrr
i
,
o
:
.. . .
second to Muskingum s Tom Cline,
Honor QtnpVir Tim
24:17.7 in 24j33.
.
v"
J
O
Thomas, Charley Orr and Ray Day
&wcui me nexi iour positions lor
tWT

"Earlham had an
--- -awfully
o
j good
team, stated Loach Virginia Hunt
in SlimmanrintrO the orame rJaveA
UJVU
Oct. 13 at Ohio Wesleyan. "We
inaue some aeiensive mistaKes at
times when Earlham could take Woo.
"

:;

:-

Stickwomen Bow To Earlham;
Harriers Outstride Muskingum

.
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real advantage of them. There
The harriers were not so successwere several scoring opportunities,
ful, however, in the Great Lakes
but we just didn't get the ball in."
College Association meet held in
Girls Tie OWU
Albion, Mich., on Oct. 6. The
Concerning the
tie with Ohio Scots, who hosted this meet last
Wesleyan, Miss Hunt said she felt year, finished a poor sixth out of
that Wooster played a good game, seven with a total of 107 points.
and should have won. She critiOhio Wesleyan came in first in
cized the weak play in the circle, this
meet, as their number one
listing this as a reason that the man, J. Kaminsky, finished
first
many shots taken did not go in. individually in a fast 20:31. Ober-li- n
Paige Russell was praised as
was second and defending
having "played beautifully for the champ Earlham was third.
entire weekend." In the Saturday
The top men for Wooster were:
game, Miss Hunt especially noted
Charley Orr, Ray Day and Ed
the play of the three halfbacks- who finished 21:39,
Mikkelsen,
Sue Logan, Joan Hayden and
21:32 and 21:37, respectively. Orr
Paige.
placed 15th, while Day and
n
This weekend the team will be
were close on his heels finidle, as Slippery Rock,
ishing 18th and 20th.
scheduled opponent, was unable to
Triangular Meet Tomorrow
come. The next game is against
Baldwin-Wallacto be played here
Tomorrow the harriers run a
on Oct. 28.
triangular meet with Wittenberg
and Ohio Northern which will be
scored as two dual meets. If they
time it right, the horde of harriers
will bomb through the north gate
of Severance Stadium and finish
on the
line during the
Homecoming halftime festivities.
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Miseries?

DANNY ADAMS gets off one of the record 91 shots

mm

r

99

aownea me fvenyon Lords in a
hard-fougcontest,
The Kenyon toemen were phenomenally keyed, as they played
a good offensive game and a surprisingly clean game as well. The
Lord
game which relies on the speed of their linemen
3--

ht

2.
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You Need
Any Scot May Charge It

more moaning and

Mail

ThriftiChecks
to pay bills. No receipts to
lose, no more slip-upno
more headaches. The postman does the walking. You
save a few bucks. Get the
picture?
low-cos-

t

s5
E.

Liberty St., Wooster

XV
(

after the ball or a Raider
against Mt. Union.

free. Open
your account with any
name-printe-

d

The Ultimate in Campus Fashions
BEAUTIFUL

AUTHENTIC

PLAIDS

in
KILTS, SKIRTS AND JUMPERS

amount

Sweaters perfectly tuned in as Toppers

The Wayne County

National Bank
Wooster, Ohio
MEMBER FOIC

WA

"MAD DOG" Al Iglesias goes

Across from Newberrys

s,

ThriftiCheck action is easy
to start, and your checks are

NSV

--

groaning. Tighten up now
with your ThriftiCheck Personal Checking. Account's
effective expense control.
145

n

ball-contr-

CLOCKS

Get tough on aimless spending. Cut out the cash habit.

,

Redilak Beclitel
Public Square

Lev-

backs was well suited to the soggy ering registered what proved to
Kenyon field.
be the winning tally at 3:42 into
the final period. He blasted the
Lords Score First
shot after a scramble in front of
Kenyon scored first as Pete Ber-si- the Lord goal mouth in which at
shot one at 6:40 into the first least three different Scots shot on
period. Mo Rajabi tied it up with the goal.
15 seconds remaining in the same
Tomorrow the Scots will try and
stanza, when he hit one from not ruin their third
Homecoming.
about 15 yards out on a beautiful They battle the Toledo
toemen at
pass from Danny Adams. Bad luck 11:30 in back of the Wooster Inn.
struck the "spoilers" in the second
period as a hands ball was called MORE
ON .
on right fullback Kick Martinez
in the penalty area. The Lord right
wing. Ned Smythe, boomed the
(Continued from Page 2)
penalty shot past goalie Ted Caldwell to give the psyched-uLords that he was extremely funny. It
halftime lead.
a
is easy to leave that out when
writing about him to pass over
Scots Come Back
the skill with which he played his
But he was seldom
The Scots came back containing audiences.
the lightning-lik- e
Lord line fairly funny without an ulterior motive.
well in the second half, however, You squirmed as you smiled and
to play their
game and your laughter cooled when you rescore a goal in each of the final flected upon the seriousness of his
message. His humor has been detwo refrains to pull it out.
scribed as Swiftian or RabelaisChuck Noth scored on a head
ian.
shot off of a long cross by Danny
It certainly cannot be denied
Adams from the left wing position,
after Stu Miller had called a switch that he had a disenchanted view
of mankind. But the cynicism was
just a facade. Behind the mask
was a man of great idealism and
ATTENTION!
integrity, ff people say he was
Varsity wrestling candidshocking, they are quite right. And
Bruce wanted us to be shocked.
ates meet in Upper Douglass
but by the right things; not by
the "Ivory Tower", Monday, Oct. 23, at 4:15 p.m. four letter words which violate
only petty conversation, but hv
Those candidates participating in fall sports, football, war, deprivation, and racism.
soccer and cross country, do
Nobody suffered more for his
not have to attend, but
right to speak out than Bruce.
should give their names to There were times when he would
Coach Phil Shipe.
be charged with obscenity in one
city after another, being repeatedly brought to trial.
fie was a true martvr. He 0eaveus free expression and refused to
NOW THRU OCT. 24
compromise. If we came to a club
to hear his "slices of life," we had
Two Good Humored Outlaws to
hear the whole storv. nn
Brighten This Hard-Hittipunches pulled, nothing omitted.
Western
By those who have been repelled
him he has been labeled as a
by
"A ROUGH NIGHT
"sick comic" among other things.
IN JERICHO"
This is because he hit home. Like
the proverbial Gadfly, he forced
starring
Dean Martin, George Peppard people to live with themselves.
This is the sort of thing which
Jean Simmons
doesn't always breed popularity.
Hence, people, not knowing how
else to react, called him "sick."
If Bruce was "sick," or if it is
"sick" to agree with him, then God
preserve us from health.
Phone 263-28- 06
Paul Hart
p

on

No

and the mistakes of the defensive in positions on the play. Bob

2-- 1

Prompt Repair Services

ThriffiChecks!

DTV0D

'Lenny Druce1

offer

WATCHES

0

The most famous fight scene of all movie history was the barroom brawl conducted by
John Wayne and Randolph Scott in "The Spoilers." Whatever that has to do with soccer,
I don't know, but that's what the Woo booters are spoilers.
'
Last Saturday they spoiled their second Homecoming in as many attempts when they

d

Pritebard
J o i7 o I o rs

against M. Union Wednesday, Oct. 11.

ol

ng

Yooster Theatre
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MORE ON

Arab Point of View

Col-le-

(Continued from Page 2)

Jews, paints herself,
successfully, as "democracy's outpost in the Middle East." Israel,
who has conducted a foreign policy of calculated massacres and ex
pulsion of Arab citizens, declares
the Arabs cannot advance without
Seeing a racist
her
Israel in action and hearing her
professions of moral superiority,
the Arab feels his pride is compromised.
Thus, the Palestine question has
become a problem of honor a
problem which the Arab, traditionally, solves solely by blood vennon-Wester-

n

co-operati-

on.

geance.

Islam. Unlike Western
Christianity, Islam sees no separation of Church and State; there is
only one community under the one
God. A defeat of the Arab armies,
therefore, becomes a defeat of
God. Islamic law declares that the
Jewish enemy, warring against
Muslims, forfeits all rights as
monotheists and becomes a "House
of War" which each Muslim is
d
to exterminate.
For the majority of Arabs, quite
apart from the nationalism of their
leaders or the city dwellers, Islam
is still the dominant motivating
force within the nation. Israel's
claim to Jerusalem, recent decree
subordinating mosques to the Min-istr- y
of Religion, and expulsion of
only
Jerusalem's sheikh
re- adds to the already-laten- t

III.

duty-boun-

Heat stroke caused the
death of Carl Dale, the
of Wooster freshman, on
Oct. 4. Cardiac arrest was
originally blamed for Dale's
collapse on the Malone soccer field, but according to Dr.
Viola Startzman, a
examination at Canton
Mercy Hospital pointed to
heat stroke, caused in part by
humid weather conditions
and his inadequate release of
body heat. Dr. Startzman said
that nothing on Dale's medical record indicated a related
physical weakness and that
he had been given medical
clearance to participate in
intercollegiate athletics.

ligious war" undertone in the
Middle East conflict.
IV. History. Finally, the Arab's
view of history itself precludes accepting Israel because it is "realistic" to do so. For us, history consists of "events" of chronology,
documents, biography. The Semitic view, to quote Dr. Norton, has
subordinated empirical data to
"the significance of events."
For our reasoning, Israel exists;
therefore, the Arabs should recognize it. For the Arabs, it is a
racist state created by foreign intervention, sustained by foreign
support and its own militarism.
To their reasoning, it should not
exist; therefore, they should destroy it.
For the Arab to recognize Israel
is to strip himself of his identity
as a human being to live without
honor, land, or Allah victorious;
he will not do it. By our light, he
is unreasonable, and, by our light,
this assertion is true. But ours is
not the only perspective in the
world, and we must realize that
our continued counsel to be "reasonable" is among the most unreasonable and naive demands of
them all.

post-morte-

(d-Isla- m

Lowered
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FOR DRUGS

DICK MORRISON'S

m

BARBER

"Closest to the Campus"

SHOP

Public Square

ITS SMART TO
GOT A LOT TO CARRY?

TIGHT-TISTE-

D

If money

has a way of slipping
through your fingers, here's how to solve
the problem. Carry our card and enjoy
all the conveniences of being a
charge account customer.

GET A BOX

BILL MILLER,

WOOSTER
HONDA

Have Your Ears

ge

INC.

4600 Cleveland Road
Authorized

Dealer

COME IN AND SEE
the

Exciting
New Honda

FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANT
346

EAST BOWMAN

This Year

P50

Only $139.50

ST.

has the pleasure of supplying

BUY NOW!

BANK FINANCING

AVAILABLE

For Your Convenience

LAY AWAY FOR CHRISTMAS

Just Off the College

212 Miles to the Gallon

Campus

mCDCJlS

AUTOMATIC CLUTCH

For All

As Easy to Ride

as a

Bicycle

We have all the Honda models

new Candy Apple,

in

also

Order Yours Nov!

Chrome Fenders.

CALL

ON SALE IN DINING

On State Route 5

264-650- 5

Next to Wooster Airport
Phone

264-029-

Odd

cm QoJd

EXTREMELY QUIET

Your Travel Inquiries

and Needs,

the College Community with Homecoming

140 SOUTH

0

Phone

HALLS

OR AT THE GATE

MARKET STREET
263-28- 86

Wooster, Ohio

4JSL
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by Max Factor
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Pastel Shadow Ring

Iridescent Shadow Fling

4 pale, posh, pastel eye shadows,

The shimmering zing of 4 iridescent
eye shadows, with luxury brush.
,

'

with luxury brush,

-

WILL YOU WIN
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Pastel or Iridescent

each 2.00

lHD.
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OR WILL HE WIN?
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Have you been carelessly missing an opportunity to win FREE VALUABLE PRIZES?
Every two weeks you have
in Nick Amster's
WEATHERVANE

-

a chance to win

FORECAST

you've lost your number, stop in and receive
a new number!
If

BUT DON'T MISS OUT!
Next Drawing October 21st

mtm

Wooster's Fine Men's and Women's Store
Since 1897

